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President’s Report.
I hope you enjoyed the summer break and have returned to Casey U3A full of enthusiasm for
your classes. Last year at this time I was able to report that our number of members showed an
increase on the same time for the previous year. Well I am pleased to report that it has
happened again. We have already surpassed the figure that we reached in August. At time of
going to press we have 364 members and 50 of them are brand new members.
It goes without saying that this large an influx means that some classes are already full and
some have large waiting lists. I am personally keeping an eye on these waitlists. If people don’t
join their chosen class or don’t turn up for more than three weeks they might be moved onto the
waitlist and their place offered to someone else.
We had a couple of “wobbles” just before we started Semester 1 when a couple of tutors
realised that they were no longer able to continue. For family reasons Linda Whalley had resign
from leading the Making Cards and Paper Art class. Luckily one of the class, Wendy McKelvie,
stepped up and is now leading the reformed class under a different title. At the same time one of
our longest serving tutors, Audrey Hill, and her friend and helper, Colin Derbyshire, had to call it
a day both for health reasons. Colin has also served on our management committee as the
Tutor Liaison Officer. Again one of the class, Kerry Doherty, stepped up and agreed to lead the
class. On behalf of all of the members, the present committee would like to thank all of these
worthy people, for their time, effort and dedication. It just goes to show that without volunteers
like this the U3A movement would not exist.
Whilst on the subject, we are always on the hunt for new classes and tutors. We don’t look for
expertise on any particular subject. If any of you have an interest that you would like to share
with others please let us know. We may be able to help you develop a course find a venue and /
or help with materials.
I have mentioned that we have had at least 50 new members already this year. Our Vice
President, Chris Trimnell, has taken it upon herself to contact each new member and welcome
them to Casey U3A. Not only to welcome them but also to find out whom they are and if there is
anything that they can offer our group. What Casey U3A needs is people to “do things”. We
have noted that some of the new(ish) members have skills in administration and data
processing. Some of them are ex teachers for instance, which probably means they have skills
in organisation. It is my intention to set up more sub committees in things like marketing,
integrating with other similar seniors groups, researching other venues and media contact. In
October we will have our AGM and I would like to see more people put their hands up to help
keep us growing. Last year our membership grew by 14% and I would like to beat that this year.
Next year our U3A will be 30 years old. It is an appropriate time to move us on to another level.
Have a think about it.

Colin Whitney
President.

The Literature Enthusiasts.

Despite missing our founding Tutor Ian Good, whom we enjoy seeing when he is well enough to
attend, we have commenced the New Year with sixteen enrolments. All but two were present at
the first meeting (our apologies were in the ghastly business of moving house and we look
forward to seeing them when they have recovered) and everyone contributed useful and diverse
insight into our shared response to Peter Carey’s “A Long Way From Home”. The book is
somewhat contrived but is an interesting read drawing attention to the vexed matter of our
nation’s struggle to come to grips with the history and place of Aboriginals in Australia since the
arrival of the first fleet. Carey traces the story through characters first met in Bacchus Marsh,
primarily a couple of battlers who wish to be successful in obtaining an Agency to sell cars.
They enter the Redex Round Australia Car Trial in the hope of winning. Remember that? Their
neighbour Willie is the key character and as the story develops he is press ganged onto a huge
Cattle Station to teach aboriginal children. Here he discovers he was part of the stolen
generation that he is an aboriginal, and the book pushes the story to a sad conclusion. Despite
winning the Redex Trial, despite doing good in protest, Irene (“White Australia” and Willie
“Aboriginal Australia” love each other but dwell at opposite ends of the land. And Willie has
fallen into a community where the aboriginals themselves are broken and have lost their own
connection to the authentic tradition of the Dreamtime. Not so much a great book as a good
read and a stimulating exploration of our uncomfortable relationship with Australia’s First
Peoples. Carey concludes in effect that we are all a long way from home and are unlikely to get
“home as a nation” until we have done justice to the many vexed questions that surround
Aboriginal life in contemporary cosmopolitan Australia.
Then we plunged into Frankenstein, a novel by Mary Shelley published in the late eighteenth
century. For those reared on the Boris Karloff versions the book is an eye opening exploration of
what makes human beings into monsters. Frankenstein is a Doctor and not a monster but he
rejects the human he has made, and the horror emerges as fear and injustice drive people to
behave like monsters, making the artificial human into a deeply pained and despairing creature
who uses violence to visit retribution on those who have rejected him. An incredible array of
contemporary readings has seen new interest in the work. Feminist and even Marxist readings
are offered by critics. The latter see it as exploring power over the means of life, and the former
as an expression of the ultimate patriarchal desire to give birth to life independently of women.
Mind you, I have met some women who would be pleased to be free of the whole painful
experience! As we move into the beginnings of the new biological age made possible by
contemporary exploration and manipulation of the fundamental genetic structure of life, the
laboratory experience that it is possible to create new “life forms”, means the book has a
strangely contemporary flavour.
During the remainder of this Semester we are sharing our favourite poems, exploring Othello,
and reading “The Remains of the Day” by Ishuguru, Richard Flanagan’s “Death of a River
Guide”, Solzhenitsyn’s “A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich”, Waugh’s “Brideshead Revisited”,
Brecht’s play “Mother Courage and Her Children”, Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness, Stephen
Crane’s “The Red Badge of Courage”, and some short stories by Somerset Maugham. As Tutor
I might say one of the gifts of age is rereading novels, plays, and poetry only to discover one’s

appreciation of the work is deeper, that there are fresh insights informed by our accumulated
experience. It is a delight to be involved with the group.

Terry Trewavas
The Literature Class

Writing Creatively Workshop

Concentration on all sides!!

OK – which one eats the cake??

BICYCLE GROUP
Is this really a U3A class? Well we ARE in a class of our own. The group has just four
regular riders with an age range ?? To 81??
There is an Irishman, a Welshman, a Dutchman and an Australian, sounds like the
beginning of a joke!. Well there are a lot of laughs and enjoyment each Thursday
morning.
Our rides are out and back with distances ranging from 10 to 16 klms with a coffee stop
before turning back giving a total distance of 20 – 32 klms for the days ride.
Sometimes the coffee stop takes almost as long as the ride, ( not really ) Oh by the way
cake with the coffee is frowned upon by three of the four riders.
We don’t ride the roads, we use bike trails as flat as possible and always with a tail wind
(lies)
We would welcome new or old riders, perhaps a Frenchman or a Scotsman would be
ok. We start at different locations which generally involve a 20-30 minute drive for a
9-30 start.
Seriously you would be welcome to join this exclusive, talented, good looking bunch.
The writer wishes to remain anonymous for fear of reprisals,

Creative Writing Workshop 2019
The Tuesday afternoon Creative Writing Workshop is a full house once again this year.
Half are returning from 2018 and half are newbies with fresh ideas and enthusiasm. The
sessions this year will focus on a lot more writing, with a buddy system for motivation.
Someone in the group mentioned 'whips', but instead buddies will be the prods to put
pen to paper or fingers to keyboard each month.
Out first writing activity in February was pretty simple: write a short piece, poem, chapter
or story that involves 'weather'. The class came back two weeks later, prodded or not,
and shared their creations. One member who said she doesn't write poetry wrote a
super poem about clouds. Want to know what rhymes with fluffy? Puppies. She also
wrote a short story to share. Several stories prompted eye-widening and exclamations
of "oh no!", with most ending happily. Emotions ran high about a first trip to the beach
for a picnic in the middle of summer without sunscreen and riding two buses to get
there. We learned that one writer doesn't care for wind (the weather kind).
Each month we will delve into an aspect of writing to add to the kit bag, with a goal of
improvement and interesting tales. March will focus on dialogue. If we get enough
material edited by the end of the year, we hope to publish the best for all to read.

Tutor: Jan Whitaker

A poem written by a student in the Creative Writing Class

CLOUDS
Clouds tell many stories, where do I begin?
Gazing from the window, although they are akin
I see several different types and a multitude of shapes
Elaborate formations shrouding the sky with drapes.
Stratus clouds hang in the sky very, very low,
Coloured grey or white, threatening rain or snow.
Giving us a foggy veil, nestling on the ground
Holding back the sunshine, overcast days abound.
Cumulus showing heaped up shapes soft and puffy
Dancing in the sky as a happy, playful puppy.
Cotton heaps forming waiting to be climbed
Tempting us earthlings to leave this world behind.
Cirrus with wispy strands, stretching thin and airy.
Prettiest in the universe, dancing like a fairy
With rainbow crystals creating shiny horses tails.
Pleasant weather promised over hills and vales.
So pleasing to the eye, so amazing to observe.
In our inner mind, a delight to conserve
These wonders of our world to cherish and behold
As our precious days unfold.

Margaret Luxford

Australia – My Country
Meets 2nd/4th Thursdays 10:00-11:30 – Craft Room, FG.
What’s your knowledge like on Australian statistics? We discussed these at our first
meeting for the year. Test yourself!
(Answers on a later page!)
1. What is the current population of Australia?
a. 23,425,000
b. 25,248,000
c. 26, 523,000
2. What is the average age of an Australian?
a. 38 years
b. 42 years
c. 45 years
3. What is the average life expectancy in Australia?
a. Males: 80.2 years // Females: 82.2 years
b. Males: 80.4 years // Females: 84.6 years
c. Males: 82.4 years // Females: 84.6 years
4. What is the average number of children to families in Australia?
a. 1.6 children
b.1.8 children
c.2.0 children
5. What percentage of people over 15 years in Australia has never married?
a. 25%
b.30%
c. 35%
6. What is the average age for people getting married in Australia?
a. 29 years
b. 30 years
c.31 years
7. What percentage of people over 15 years has completed a Bachelor degree
or equivalent?
a. 22%
b. 28%
c.33%
8. What is the current percentage rate of unemployment in Australia?
a. 3%
b. 5%
c. 8%
9. Who volunteers the most – men or women? What are the %’s?
a. Men
b. Women
10.Which age group makes up the highest numbers of volunteers?
a. 15-17 yrs
c. 35-45 years
c. 65 -74 years

Chris Trimnell

Art Appreciation
Two entries: one old and one new…
Our last gallery visit for 2018 was to ArtVo in Docklands
What an exciting visit this turned out to be! ArtVo is an immersive gallery which means
you get to be part of each painting. It is well worth a visit and suitable for all ages!
(Hint: if attending, show your RAC V membership card for a special discount!)

February 2019
This trip we took the train to the city to see the Escher and Neng Exhibition at the NGV.
One word to describe it? STUNNING! Two words: SIMPLY STUNNING!
It was great to see Escher’s original works (Dutch artist and printmaker from the
early/mid 1900s) Nendo created the display and complemented Escher’s work in a very
imaginative manner

Chris Trimnell

Computer Problems at home?
Richard K., a member of Casey U3A, has kindly offered his voluntary services to assist
anyone with a computer/laptop problem. The committee would like to publicly thank
Richard for generously offering these services to our members.
Please contact Richard directly on his mobile, should you wish to avail yourself of his
skills.

Keeping a sketchbook
Works in Progress
1st March 2019 was the third session of the Keeping a Sketchbook course. This was a
sketchmeet on the High St, Berwick. The purpose of introducing this challenge so early in the
course was to get the class members used to drawing in public.
The temperature that day got to a scorching 37C! Many members of the class had other
commitments or were put off by the heat but nine intrepid sketchers met at the Touch of
Dutch Café, Berwick. Three braved the heat and took themselves off down the street to
sketch (the statue of Lord Casey being a popular subject). The rest took refuge in the café
enjoying some camaraderie, sketching coffee and cake and looking through each other’s
sketchbooks. The session ended with everyone back in the café putting finishing touches to
their sketches.

Kathleen Newman

Strum Club

The strum Club has kicked off again for 2019. We have currently 6 enrolled in the class
so we can take a few more.
Three of the new members have never played guitar before and for them it will be a bit
of a challenge. Learning any instrument always is.
We will have fun and the aim is to cater to all levels. We will develop some songs and
look at entertaining those who want to hear us.
I work on the four F’s principle for life. Fun, friendship, Food and music. (I may have to
get biscuits or something for our afternoon tea).
Interested? Then come along and check us out.

Edward Nass

Current Affairs
Qi-qong

Book Club 1

Our Classes

Games Club

Pyrographic Art

Genealogy

Card Making

Computer Forums

Spirituality in the
21st Century

Philosophical
Discussion

Walking Group

Australia – My
Country

Arthritis Exercises
Bicycle Group
The literature Class
Taiqi
Qi – gong Moving &
Still mediation.

Golden Time
Playgroup

Book Club 3
Drawing
Creative Writing
4 Medium Art
Group

Patchwork &
Quilting
Art Appreciation

Coffee &
Discussion

Keeping a
sketchbook

Strum Club
Book Club 2
Keyboard
Mahjong
Line Dancing
Chess Club
Painting – oils
Writing Creatively
Cryptic Crosswords
Flicks Fun &
Friendships

A touch of humour

An Irishman was flustered about not being able to find
a parking space.
“Lord,” he prayed, “I can’t stand this. If you open a
space up for me, I swear I’ll give up drinking me
whiskey, and I promise to go to church every
Sunday.”
Suddenly, the clouds parted and the sun shone on an
empty parking spot.
Without hesitation, the man said, “Never mind, I found
one.”

1.b

Australian Statistics – Answers (ABS)
2.a 3.b 4.b 5.c 6.c 7.a 8.b 9.b

10.a

